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ABSTRACTS  
Session I.  Typology and Use of Virtual Models of Residential Architecture 

 Sander MÜNSTER & Thomas KÖHLER (Dresden University of Technology): 3D modeling as tool for 
the reconstruction and visualization of “lost” buildings in humanities. A literature-based survey of 
recent projects 3D CAD and VR modeling have gained importance as tools for the reconstruction and visualization of scientific, namely historic items in the humanities during the last decade. As yet there is little systematic research about how and for which purposes these technologies are used. Furthermore, from a methodological perspective, it would be necessary to understand how 3D CAD and VR modeling are affected by disciplinary boundaries and challenges specific to historic topics. For the investigation of this topic the authors have completed a content analysis of 430 conference papers and articles related to 3D modeling in the field of the humanities. Specifically, actual topics, technologies and institutions involved had been identified. Most of the projects described in those publications dealt with data acquisition and model building for existing structures. Only a small number of projects focused on “lost” architecture in terms of no longer physically existing buildings. Especially that kind of projects seems to be interesting for a study of the linkage between digital technologies and traditional humanities. To examine this linkage, the authors did apply a Grounded Theory analysis with a sample of 26 publications. The research showed that reconstructions of no longer existing historic structures are most commonly used for presentation or research purposes of large buildings or city models and often realized by interdisciplinary workgroups. Since 3D is becoming a common and easy accessible tool, especially in archaeology, issues such as quality standards, compatibility, sustainability and requirements of focus groups are increasingly prominent in academic discourse but were implemented in few practical projects only. 
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Michael RYKL (Czech Technical University in Prague): Überblick über die Rolle virtueller 
Rekonstruktionen in der Bauforschung und Baugeschichte in Tschechien Die Darstellung der Räumlichkeit und des Volumens, heute modern als 3D‐Darstellung bezeichnet, hat seine traditionelle Form in der tschechischen Bauforschung schon seit längerer Zeit. Es handelte sich vor allem um die Isometrie, weniger perspektivische Bilder, die die vergangene Gestalt veranschaulichen. Außer den rein naiven Darstellungen älterer Zeit, die mehr heimatkundliche Ziele betrachteten, basieren die späteren auf den Ergebnissen der Forschung. Die Diskussion um die Glaubwürdigkeit der verschiedenen Formen der Darstellung hat zuerst  Petr Chotěbor in 1980er Jahren eröffnet. Die Darstellung der Räumlichkeit und des Bauvolumens werden bislang auf zwei Ebenen verwendet: als Mittel der übersichtlichen Darstellung für verschiedene Zwecke und als Mittel der Prüfung der Erforschung der verwickelten Formen der Raum‐ und baukonstruktiven Struktur, besonders in dem Fall, wenn nur ein Torso erhalten ist. Als Fallbeispiel wird die aktuelle 3D‐Führung durch den Turm des Hauses Zur Glocke in der Prager Altstadt vorgestellt.  

Session II.  Sharpness and Uncertainty in the Virtual Model Dominik LENGYEL & Catherine TOULOUSE (Brandenburg University of Technology Cottbus): The 
exploration and the definition of methods and conventions in the visualisation of uncertainty 
illustrated with the ancient city of Pergamon Spatial archaeological reconstructions in general go far beyond knowledge and contain a large amount of hypothetical elements without pointing this out or making it visible. A method of respecting the uncertainty in archaeological knowledge is the ‟Visualisation of Uncertainty“, a research run at the Chair for Visualisation at the University of Technology in Cottbus. The aim of it is to not pretend to be a reconstruction but explicitly visualize the hypotheses as such as well as the degree of certainty.  The Visualisation of Uncertainty consists of two interdependant parts: the virtual model and its depiction. Both parts implicate a creative design process: geometric abstraction as the design of abstract geometry and virtual photography i.e. photographic design. The challenge is to design images that in spite of their abstract geometry provoke a convincing and meaningful atmosphere. Visualisation of Uncertainty relies on three disciplines: hand‐drawn perspectives, photography and architectural modelling:  Perspectives drawn e.g. by archaeologists first of all determine the spatial relation between spectator and architecture and with this choice of showing and hiding one thing or another manipulate the vision. Furthermore the characteristics of hand‐drawings allow to suggest vague ideas without clearly defining details. Despite the extent of possible interpretations drawings are understood as such, indications as vague as they are implied waiting for interpretation. Photography seems to be the most objective depiction method, nevertheless the point of view, the direction of view, the view angle, the lightning and the exposure are the result of intensive design work and exclude an immense amount of alternatives. Architectural scale models finally are similar to hand‐drawn perspectives: lines and objects both unsharply circumscribe ideas behind the visual or physical content left open for subsequent desicions, but first of all to make the spectators imagine themselves the idea behind the their vision. 
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Thomas CHANDLER (Monash University, Melbourne): Virtual Visions and Moving Models: Testing 
Digital Reconstructions of the Royal Palace at Angkor Thom, Cambodia The World Heritage site of Angkor in Cambodia is famed for its many beautiful stone temples, including the renowned complex of Angkor Wat. But these stone temples are only the ‘religious skeleton’ of what was once and thriving South East Asian metropolis, and the vicissitudes of a tropical climate have largely erased the many thousands of wooden residences that made up the living city of Angkor from the archaeological record. Key among the vanished wooden buildings of Angkor was the Royal Palace set within the walls of Angkor Thom, notionally begun in the early 11th century and continuing as the seat of royal power probably until the fifteenth century. Tourists visiting the site of the palace today can walk through the gates in the palace walls and through the various enclosures that French scholars Maurice Glaize and Henri Marchal divided into distinct five zones, but nothing of the palace superstructure remains. Tantalizingly, excerpts from the only eyewitness account of Angkor penned by the 13th century Chinese emissary Zhou Daguan mentions east facing buildings, lead tiled roofs, beams and pillars painted with images of the Buddha and ‘… long 
corridors and complicated walkways…soaring structures that rise and fall…giving a considerable 
sense of size’  In attempting to reconstruct a digital model of the Royal Palace complex we are forced to deal with the historical fact of an enormous and imposing wooden structure for which very little evidence of a structural basis remains. Our solution is to suggest not one possible reconstruction but a series of three alternatives that weigh evidence from comparative architectural studies, archaeological and art historical data and the judicious use of an angled 3D perspective camera. Our reconstructions also aim to take into account areas surrounding the palace enclosure and the wider urban and environmental context of the site.    Leonhard HELTEN (University Halle‐Wittenberg), Anke NEUGEBAUER (Stiftung Leucorea Wittenberg) & Johanna REETZ (State Office for Preservation of Monuments and Archaeology Saxony‐Anhalt, Halle): Chronotopos Wittenberg. Reviewing Town, Church and Palace How did the historic town of Wittenberg change between the accession of power of Frederick the Wise in 1486 and towards the end of the Ernestine reign in 1547? Under examination are the institutional reforms, the elites who supported them, the impact of the foundation of the university and the reformatory events on the townscape and everyday culture of Wittenberg. For the first time, written and pictorial sources are being analyzed in a systematic and profound way, current archeological and art historical research related to residence, university and town are being included, and the changes and distortions within the townscape of Wittenberg are being elucidated. The uniqueness of Wittenberg lies within a preserved groundplan in association with almost gaplessly preserved bills of the treasure chamber, which allow the ascription of names and tax fees to individual households, throughout the times and up to contemporary addresses. Like the images of a nuclear spin tomography, very different layers of spatio‐temporal and personal constellations and reconstructions in straight succession can be made visible. As for the residence, the analysis of the sources at the Thuringian Main National Archives Weimar, Ernestine archive, and the results of recent archeological excavations in the field of the former south wing of the Wittenberg palace allow an almost step‐less visualization of inner disposition of space and different exterior views, like at the south wing as connection 
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between early finished frontage on the Elbe side and an off the axis,  half‐timbered shack on the side of the court yard up to the year 1585. Therefore, Frederick the Wise has never seen „his“ palace, which has readily been reconstructed as the residence of Frederick. What he saw and what we can assign to him spatio‐temporally, was a permanent construction site. The capabilities and boundaries of such a reconstruction shall be brought up for discussion.   Marc GRELLERT (Technical University Darmstadt) & Franziska HAAS (Technical University Dresden): Between science and illusion. Filling gaps in “complete” virtual models Architectural models can be characterized according to their materiality (haptic, digital), motivation (representation, planning tool) and content (lost buildings, plannings, utopias). Especially with regard to lost buildings, digital models are distincted between didactical andatmospherical ones. While didactic models identify uncertainties and knowledge gaps in many ways, atmospheric models show all parts in the same level of detail. Choosing “complete” models is a concept according to a non‐scientific audience. Consequently these atmospheric reproductions are normally the main attraction in exhibitions, but they are often criticized by art historians, building researchers and archaeologists. Atmospherical models give the illusion of “completeness”. The quality of the presentation allows no conclusion to the quantity and quality of the source materials. Therefor the developers have a great responsibility to fill the gaps by scientific based speculations. In this case the model can be a contribution to a scientific discussion, especially if it is accomplished by a detailed documentation of the working process. With the new digital and haptic models of Dresden and its castle the paper will demonstrate examplarily which values “complete” models have as a knowledge transfer strategy for lost building structures. The main results of previous work are a rapid prototyping plaster print of the castle and its spacious surroundings and a virtual tour through the streets, courtyards and selected interiors of the former residential palace in 1678. The digital model was developed since 2009 on the basis of a comprehensive architectural history research using archive material, results of building archaeology and secondary literature. The gaps were either filled by analogies or hidden by the dramaturgy. The Dresden example further shows the potentials of the rapid prototyping models for scientific work and possible strategies to deal with the gaps.  
Short Presentations by Junior Researchers Marco Antonio RICCI (University of Vienna): Al-Khawarnaq: Topos and Reconstruction of a Lost 

Early Islamic Palace The Khawarnaq palace though built in pre‐Islamic times became something like the initial building of Islamic palatial architecture. Commissioned by the Arab Lakhmid client king An‐Nu‘mān I. al‐A‘war († ca. 418) for his Sasanian suzerain Bahrām‐i Gur in present day Iraq it soon became legendary and exemplary for various reasons. Its beauty and topological importance (e.g. as a perfect example of a locus amoenus) were proverbial in both Arabic and Persian literature. The first Islamic Caliphs used the structures of Khawarnaq for banquets and hunting sessions. The fame of the palace reached as far as Andalusia to the west and northern India to the east. Many legends emerged around Khawarnaq and its construction. Even in Norman‐ruled Messina an Arabic inscription compares the beauty of the local royal palace of Roger II with the 
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Khawarnaq palace in Iraq. The reason why Khawarnaq gained so much importance in medieval Islamic art is probably due to the fact that it was situated at the crossroads between the Byzantine and Persian cultural sphere and built in a crucial period of the history of the Middle East. My presentation aims to give a short overview of the history of the palace, its reception in later sources and the scholarly attempts of locating and reconstructing it.   Ana Catarina GONÇALVES LOPES (Escola de Arquitectura da Universidade do Minho/Centro de História de Além‐Mar): Virtually rebuilding the Palace of Vila Viçosa: from nowadays until the 
time of D. Teodósio I (the first half of 16th century) Since the beginning of the research project All his Worldly Possessions. The Inventory of the 5th Duque of Bragança, D. Teodósio I, the research team has been working on an inventory of extraordinary value, revealing the goods, the cultural and intellectual interests of an important aristocrat of the 16th century ‐ D. Teodósio I (ca. 1507 (?) ‐1563), and describing in detail and giving us a rare and amazing view of the material world of a prince of the Portuguese Renaissance. The Duque was responsible for the renewal and extension of his family’s residence (one of the most powerful of his time), turning it into a palace that followed the most erudite Italian models ‐ a clear demonstration of his adherence to what was most advanced in European architecture of that time. Several changes have been made to the palatial spaces until the present day, but with the documentation under study and through an interpretation of the existing building, one can virtually rebuild its architecture in a unique approach to the history of this ducal house.  This paper wishes to report how we are developing this work, including the registration of all the metric and geometric information ‐ architectural and topographical surveys, including photogrammetry. The architectural survey is fundamental to proceed with rigorous studies of the historical structure. It is fundamental to acquire a tool that allows to test, clarify the types, forms, functions and geometries of this complex, allowing to launch interpretations related to the artistic domain and functional programme, as well as the evaluation of the possible impact of different construction phases. The work is still in progress and will certainly face methodological problems. The team as been facing the same research process in other case studies (such as Château de Mer in Safi and Captains House or Saint Christopher Bastion in Azemmour, both built by the Portuguese in Morocco, in the first half of the 16th century). This joint work will enable an improved understanding of its continuous overlaps and multiplied conceptual elements that were introduced over time in the internal organization of the palace, so we can better read its architecture and virtually rebuild it in its original form.  

Session III.  Digital Modelling as a Tool for Research Sven HAVEMANN (Graz University of Technology) & Olaf WAGENER (Heidelberg University): 
Castles and their Landscape – A case study towards parametric historic reconstruction We present first results of a new approach for analyzing mediaeval castles and their role in the historical geographic context. Castles are points of culmination of regional power at their time. They cannot, however, be understood without taking into account the geographical surroundings. For many castles, different hypotheses exist about the appearance at mediaeval 
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times. We therefore pursue a procedural approach that allows quickly generating several different variants of a given castle that are then evaluated according to objective and subjective parameters such as, e.g., landscape visibility and presentation of power. We can analyse how the architecture of the castle showed itself to the passerby and – as far as it is known – we can even show the development of the castle´s buildings and how its façade was improved. Especially important is the “Palas” or main tower of a castle.  The castles we will analyse are mainly those of the Middle Rhine area: In the case of castle Thurant on the river Moselle it becomes clear that the castle could only be seen from the river, whereas the main front of the Palas is directed towards a chapel on the neighbouring mountain Bleidenberg. Stahlberg castle near Bacharach seems to be placed in a totally irrelevant valley, but the remains of old streets clearly give a different impression and show how this castle functioned. On the other hand a castle as the “Rauschenburg” on the Hunsrück really seems to have been placed in the middle of nowhere – a reason might be that a planned town never developed and the castle was given up quite fast. The presented case studies give us the possibility to analyse a realistic castle and its visibility in its real landscape, and not – as it was often done before – an idealized model in an idealized landscape. 
 
 Laura FERNANDEZ‐GONZALEZ (Universiy of Edinburgh): Re-creating Ephemeral Architecture : the 
Lisbon festival of 1581 The ephemeral structures erected in the ceremonial entry of Philip I of Portugal (and II of Spain) into Lisbon on the 29 of June of 1581 were described with detailed architectural measurements. Additionally, Lisbon benefited from a rich variety of early modern ?cityscapes? in the form of visual and written accounts. The transformations of the urban space and built environment can be traced through these visual ?capsules? of time. Many of these sources have ?historical accuracy pretensions?. In this paper, I consider how to use these images and narratives to ?re‐create? the urban form and ephemeral decorations in the city in a ?specific moment? in history. This is believed will shed new light not only into reassessing the ?accuracy? of the sources but also on methodological approaches for urban research. In this study I explore the difficulties to re‐create historical environments from sixteenth century documentary and visual evidence and also the benefits 2D and 3D technologies provide for the historical research.  The first results of these findings will be exposed in a video of virtual model of the temporary architecture of the festival within a ?re‐created? urban pattern. This ?virtual model? will prove to be an instrument for representation and also a laboratory for urban research. In this respect, my intention with this inquiry has been to use digital based re‐creations as a vehicle to inform my investigation, more than an objective in itself. This is the first time a festival of this type is examined with these means, and the challenges it has opened to this field of study aim to further the discussion around ways of representation, and quality standards in the practice. This re‐creation forms part of a project that investigates form of historical "reconstruction" of early modern festivals, (see link below). In short, this paper considers both the possibilities and limits of the digital model for the historical research.  
 Sabine FROMMEL (Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Paris) & Giancarlo DE LEO (Rome): The 
projets of Pierre Lescot for the reconstruction of the western aisle of the Louvre 
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The Louvre was one of the most important European castles of the second half oft the 16th century. The enormous ensemble was completed only under Napoleon III but not very visitor knows how much time it took to realize it and to bring it to its actual form. My contribution would be focused on the first period of reconstruction of the ancient fortress which determined a great part of the later additions until the 19th century. In 1545 Francis I had commissioned Pierre Lescot to reconstruct the western aisle of the fortress of Philippe‐Auguste and the following year construction begun above the medieval foundations. When Francis I died in march of 1547 the entablature oft the ground floor had been reached. His son Henry II asked Lescot to continue the project but ordered a series of modifications which changed the original idea, such as the transfer of the staircase to the northern part of the aisle, the addition of two further projections, an attic story and a big “pavillon” at the south/west corner.  The few preserved documents in archives as well as archaeological research allow to reconstruct not only the first project but also the following building phases and to understand, how the architect succeeded to resolve the numerous formal and functional wishes of the king. Evidently he was interested in a more triumphal language and more comfortable living quarter. With a series of virtual reconstructions I shall try to show the different phases and projects from Francis I to the death of Henri II, the genesis of this important building and the manner in which the architect succeeded o combine the medieval structure, Italian prototypes and French tradition and to create a new paradigm of European residential architecture.  The reconstructions will be presented (partially) using the VR Photo technologies and some related web applications; in this way the scientific contents are easily and immediately enjoyable even with the last‐generation devices (like tablets and smartphones) without extra costs. A VR Photo, sometimes called Immersive Photography, can be defined as a panoramic image (larger than 150 degree horizontal)displayed in a viewer which lets you interactively pan around and look at it in different directions. The image also changes its perspective so that can you get the real feeling of looking around. 
 
 Piet LOMBAERDE (University College Antwerp) & Marc MUYLLE (Artesis Hogeschool, Antwerp): 
Visualizations of Rubens’s Palazzos in the Antwerp ‘Nieuwstadt’ In this research project, we wish to examine Rubens’s interest in the public space. An interesting thought is that he might have been thinking of the still nearly undeveloped area of ‘Nieuwstadt’ (new town) in the north of Antwerp, just inside the new Spanish walls. We can begin to imagine how Rubens viewed a city extension by examining the Palazzi di Genova and applying its conclusions to this part of the city of Antwerp. The concept of the innovative Strada Nuova can theoretically be transferred to the large, long blocks of houses planned for ‘Nieuwstadt’. The grid pattern appears to form a suitable basis for such a town‐planning project, and this arrangement of streets is indeed found in the layout of the ‘Nieuwstadt’‐project by Peter Frans.  A ‘what if’ scenario was visualized using a digital 3D architectural reconstruction. In order to achieve this, several adaptations were needed to the model Palazzos proposed by Rubens. Indeed these Palazzos had their origin in the Genovese urban environment, which is quite different from the northern Antwerp location. With daylight and urbanistic criteria so different from the original Genovese context, only a well documented and justified set of urban and architectural adaptations were possible that preserved the original Rubens idea. For the urban considerations, such as the lack of small corridors between the buildings typical in northern urban layout, we consulted the castrametatio by Polybius (c.200–120 BC) published in 
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Godescalcus Stewechius’s Flavi Vegeti Renati… (1592), a book presumably in Rubens’s possession, and the publications by Sebastiano Serlio. On the architectural level, construction and especially the completely different lighting situation had a great impact. A separate light analysis supports the functional adaptations to the palazzos due to the lack of windows at both side walls. For further analysis a mediaeval layout, a renaissance layout, a typical palazzo layout and a mixed layout were digitally generated on the four available blocks in the ‘Nieuwstadt’.   Dirk WELICH (Staatliche Schlösser, Burgen und Gärten Sachsen, Dresden) & Peter Heinrich JAHN (Staatliche Schlösser, Burgen und Gärten Sachsen, Dresden & IKKM Weimar): Back to the Future 
– The visualization of planning and architectural aspects of the Dresden Zwinger or learning curve 
"reconstruction" This investigation took place due a project dealing with the 3D (re‐)construction of several, in part never built architectural visions of the Dresden Zwinger, conceptualized between the early 18th and the middle of the 19th century (webpage of the project: http://www2.htw‐dresden.de/~zwinger/). From 1711 onwards in Dresden the Zwinger was for about 150 years the subject of vast ambitious planning activities concerning enlargements of the residential zone or urban rearrangement. The result was the today existing neighbourhood of the baroque Zwinger court and the 19th‐century historistic buildings of Gemäldegalerie (museum of fine arts) and Semperoper (theatre). The 3D‐rendering project – a cooperation between the state institution for curating the public castles and gardens of Saxonia as commissioner and the university for economy and technology Dresden, chair of media information technology together with its students as modelling executor – wants to bring back in mind and view the main building development of the area as well as the most spectacular or precious designs which never could have been built.  Depictions as sources: Depiction played several important roles during the reconstruction process. Because most of the architectonic visions had never been realized, historic plans and perspective renderings are widely the only sources to reconstruct what was intended to be built. The reconstruction of the depicted buildings is challenging, because not all information needed is available in sources and these often do not show plans but perspective projections instead. In result reconstruction workflow dealing with such perspective imaginations without coherent plans includes a counting of items or the comparison of sizes in the historic images while the spatial relations between the buildings remain often unclear. Depiction as tool: Another challenge of interdisciplinary projects results from differing disciplinary terminologies. Images, drawings or sketches has been widely used to bridge these gaps and to build a “common ground” for interdisciplinary understanding. To discuss a current state of work historians and modellers in Zwingerteam project met once a month. As a most important workflow in that revision and correction process often a direct comparison between historic image sources and 3D renderings – “photographed” in a similar way – took place, giving chance to mind differences and lacks of current work.  Depicting results: The objective has been to give a coherent and lively impression of these architectural visions. Depending on the style of architecture the level of detail in 3D models varies widely to achieve that. Another issue has been to give the audience the possibility to distinguish between visions and realized buildings. For that all never built structures are dyed in white colour and only realized buildings are textured in a photorealistic way. The reconstructions are used to review the architectural and urban design effects of unfulfilled plans. 
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They point to the discrepancies and impossibilities of the historic urban space. The designs obtained by a verification – this process was impossible for the historical architects. In this respect the Zwingerteam project gives a new perspective on the historical design process.  
Session IV.  Virtual Identities Gago DA CÂMARA, Helena MURTEIRA & Paulo SIMÕES RODRIGUES (University of Évora): City and 

Spectacle: a vision of pre-earthquake Lisbon This project aims to recreate the memory of Lisbon destroyed by the 1755 earthquake using Second Life® technology. The project started with the recreation of the palace complex (the Royal Palace, the Patriarchal and the Opera House) given its political and architectural significance in the context of pre‐earthquake Lisbon. The royal palace was built in the early 16th century and became the most iconicelement of the city until its destruction in 1755. It is featured in most panoramic representations of Lisbon in the early modern period. These depictions allow us to recreate with a high degree of accuracy the exteriors of the Palace and its urban context, particularly the eastern façade extending alongside the Terreiro do Paço. However, the same cannot be said of the northern and western blocks and the inner courts. For the latter, we are more dependent on the documentary and literary sources, as well as on the rebuilding plans drawn after the earthquake. For the interiors, the documentary sources are even scarcer. There is only a detailed description of the Royal Palace in the early 18th century, which reached us via a transcript published in a book in the first half of the 19th century. The use of Second Life® technology and its open source version OpenSimulator allow us to overcome the scarcity of sources without compromising a rigorous scientific research. On the contrary, these technologies enable us to test the available documental sources in a 3D interactive and immersive model. Replacing the classic 3D modelling tools, they favour the coordination of researchers in the verification of historical hypothesis, allowing the update of the object of study in real time. They also provide to a broader public the immersion in a lost urban reality in a context of social interaction, thus promoting the didactic and leisure dimensions of the project.   José Luis SANCHO (Patrimonio Nacional, Madrid): Virtual models  of the spanish habsburg royal 
palaces:  dealing with Patrimonio Nacional research and public Most of the Spanish Habsburgs royal palaces are managed by Patrimonio Nacional, the public institution that deals with the old properties of the Crown. The aim of this contribution is to explain its research programme on these palaces and their virtual reconstructions, to summarize what has been done on the subject of their virtual reconstruction by PN architecture office or other institutions or individuals, to trace the lines of collaboration with these – mainly with the Madrid School of Architecture at the Polytecnical University (ETSAM) – and to tell how PN intends to use virtual models to make the public understand the lost palaces – their spaces and architectural form but also how these did respond to ceremonial and royal household needs‐ and their importance for the present identity of the palaces – much altered in Bourbon times during the 18th century – as political symbols. This communication is intended not only by publication (on paper or internet) but also through didactic rooms in the palaces themselves, instalations whose installation is now been planned or in progress, at El Escorial for instance.  
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The work is mainly focused on the royal palaces of Aranjuez (on which most of the models done up to date have been done and used in the present didactic room), El Escorial, El Pardo (all these in order to explain the uses of the appartments and their planning during the 16th‐17th centuries, now much altered by reforms in the 18th century), Madrid (where the shape and precise location of the old Alcázar is important for the public to understand the present building), and also the Almudaina (Mallorca) as an example of how these palaces which were the old seats of political power in a kingdom no more visited currently by the kings preserved nevertheless its symbolic significance as residence of the majesty, even delegate on a viceroy, in modern times.    *  *  *  


